1. Introduction {#s001}
===============

S[ince Voyager]{.smallcaps} 1\'s image of Earth at less than pixel size in 1990 (NASA/JPL-CalTech,^[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}^ [@B42]; Sagan, [@B46]) and the Galileo spacecraft\'s flyby of Earth with detailed imagery and spectra (Sagan *et al.,* [@B47]), the prospect of detecting life beyond Earth has inspired community interchange across scientific disciplines. There is a history of workshops designed to identify signs of life---"biosignatures"---and ways to find them. These have included the Pale Blue Dot workshops held in 1996, 1999, and 2006; workshops for the NASA Astrobiology Roadmaps (NASA, [@B40]; NASA, [@B41]; Des Marais *et al.,* [@B12]) and NASA Astrobiology Strategy 2015 (Hays, [@B21]); and the European AstRoMap project 2013--2015 (Horneck *et al.,* [@B23]), which was the first to lay out an astrobiology roadmap for the European Union. These workshops have defined program goals and research priorities, covering planet formation, habitability, prebiotic chemistry, coevolution of life and the host planet, *in situ* biosignatures on Solar System planetary bodies, and observational methods. However, there has not been a major comprehensive review devoted to the science and technology of remotely detectable biosignatures relevant to exoplanets since that of Des Marais *et al.* ([@B11]).

The rapid rate of discoveries of exoplanets has expanded the scope of the science possible, as the exoplanets that have been discovered exhibit properties that suggest a diversity of worlds far beyond that seen in our solar system. In order to probe that diversity, exoplanet scientists plan to assess the chemical composition of exoplanets, along with information on planetary surface composition, to seek out signs of life on potentially habitable exoplanets using telescopes. Multiple observatories are currently being conceptualized with the explicit goal to search for exoplanet biosignatures. This has brought about a need for an integrative assessment of the state of exoplanet biosignature science.

In response to this need, the Exoplanet Biosignatures Workshop Without Walls (EBWWW) was organized in 2016. The EBWWW was designed as a series of community activities to engage the international astrobiology, exoplanet, and mission-concept communities to review, discuss, debate, and advance the science of remotely detectable exoplanet biosignatures. The activities were sponsored by the NASA Nexus for Exoplanet System Science (NExSS),^[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}^ a program formulated in 2015 in response to the rising need to enable support for exoplanet science across NASA\'s Astrophysics, Earth Science, Heliophysics, and Planetary Science divisions, as well as to enable international collaboration. The workshop also had a goal to produce a report for a Study Analysis Group (SAG) of the NASA Exoplanet Exploration Program Analysis Group (ExoPAG), which serves as the mode of community review for exoplanet research directions. Given the highly interdisciplinary nature of the science and technology for remote detection of life on exoplanets, a Scientific Organizing Committee (SOC) was formed to provide international and intellectually diverse representation. NExSS and the NASA Astrobiology Institute (NAI) provided vital communication tools and logistics for a workshop format designed to foster interdisciplinary interchange between participants, to educate individual scientists on perspectives outside their field, and to nurture advanced graduate students and postdoctoral researchers in adopting broad interdisciplinary approaches.

Activities commenced with a series of interactive online videoconferences to engage participants across time zones around the globe. The meetings included introductory lectures and involved the participants in summarizing the state of biosignature science and reviewing observation technology. These virtual meetings served as prelude to a 3-day working meeting in Seattle, Washington, involving both in-person and unlimited remote participants to discuss advancing the science and developing conceptual frameworks and confidence standards for assessing the likelihood of life being manifested in the observation of a planet.

Five review papers resulted from the workshop and are presented in this issue of *Astrobiology*. These are the culmination of campaigns to solicit community input, including an online discussion forum on the NExSS website. Thus, these papers represent an international scientific community--wide review of the science and observational technology of exoplanet biosignatures to date. The papers provide guidance for life-detection missions currently being studied, and present a pathway for development of the field that can be pursued over the next few decades.

The five articles in this issue attempt a comprehensive treatment of the questions and concepts surrounding the search for life on exoplanets. They provide (1) an encyclopedic review of known and proposed biosignatures and models used to ascertain them (Schwieterman *et al.,* [@B52] in this issue); (2) a review of O~2~ as a biosignature, detailing its nuances as an in-depth example of the contextual knowledge required rigorously to assess any claims of life on exoplanets (Meadows *et al.,* [@B36] in this issue); (3) a comprehensive approach to organize current qualitative understanding and available data into a formal quantitative Bayesian framework (Catling *et al.,* [@B6] in this issue); (4) an extension of that Bayesian framework in anticipation of increasing planetary data and the need to incorporate other conceptual frameworks for biosignature assessment both for traditional biosignatures and potential new avenues (Walker *et al.,* [@B60] in this issue); and (5) a review of the upcoming technological capabilities---both planned and possible---that could provide the data needed to search for exoplanet biosignatures (Fujii *et al.,* [@B16] in this issue).

These articles chart a course toward detection of life within an encompassing quantitative framework. A strong community consensus that emerged from the NExSS EBWWW is that potential signs of life must be understood within the context of the environment, measurements of which should be provided by a variety of observation techniques. Quantification of the likelihood that a biosignature has been observed requires frameworks that link the potential biosignature to the environmental context. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the field is evolving from searching for specific products of life toward developing probabilistic frameworks that encompass whole systems. These developments will constitute much of the future research in the field, with regard to integrating diverse types of scientific understanding and interpreting statistics of sparse data. Ultimately, such frameworks will incorporate the latest research and have the ability to reassess biosignatures as new data and concepts emerge. This summary of the review series is intended to highlight key findings, serve as a guide for navigating their large content, and hopefully inspire those researchers interested in astrobiology---from students to senior scientists---to explore and collaborate outside the comfort of their individual disciplines.

![An overview of the past, present, and future of research on remotely detectable biosignatures. Research historically has focused on cataloguing lists of substances or physical features that yield spectral signatures as indicators of potential life on exoplanets. Recent progress has led to an understanding of how environmental context is critical to interpret signatures of nonliving planets that may mimic some effects of biota. Exoplanet observing telescopes in the near future hold promise to provide direct spectral imaging that can chemically characterize rocky planets in the habitable zone of their parent star. Anticipating these capabilities, the field should seek to develop frameworks to utilize widespread but sparse data to deliver quantitative assessments of whether or not a given planet has life. (Credit: Aaron Gronstal)](fig-1){#f1}

2. What Is a Biosignature? {#s002}
==========================

Life alters the chemistry of a planet. Spacecraft have observed the biological alteration of modern Earth\'s global spectrum in ways that should also be detectable across interstellar space but very coarsely resolved by telescopes. A "biosignature" may broadly be defined as "an object, substance, and/or pattern whose origin specifically requires a biological agent" (Des Marais and Walter, [@B10]; Des Marais *et al.,* [@B12]), with further discussion in the work of Schwieterman *et al.* ([@B52] in this issue) of various ways the term may be used or understood. Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) generalize the definition to "any phenomenon, substance, or group of substances that provides evidence of the presence of life." Such biosignatures include biogenic gases that affect the chemistry of Earth\'s atmosphere, as well as changes to surface properties of the planet due to organisms living in the ocean and on land. The previous major review of this topic by Des Marais *et al.* ([@B11]) identified several accepted biosignature candidates as targets for observation as global-scale signs of life. These include biosignature gases in the atmosphere, oxygen (O~2~), ozone (O~3~), methane (CH~4~), nitrous oxide (N~2~O), and methyl chloride (CH~3~Cl); and a surface biosignature, the vegetation "red edge," a unique reflectance spectrum from plant leaves and a sign of oxygenic photosynthesis. Since that early review by Des Marais *et al.* ([@B11]), researchers have probed the efficacy of these signs of biogenic gases and photosynthesis for exoplanets and identified additional candidates. Schwieterman *et al.* ([@B52] in this issue) present an exhaustive review of the mechanisms, sources, sinks, and environmental by-products for gas and surface biosignature candidates to date.

A major aspect of the review by Schwieterman *et al.* is the contribution of coupled photochemical/climate modeling studies that have been key in simulating the self-consistent environmental context for these gases. Such models have identified scenarios in which biogenic gases that are not persistent in Earth\'s atmosphere could be significant and detectable in other planetary and stellar contexts (Segura *et al.,* [@B55]). These models can also be used to investigate scenarios of how alternative biosignatures might emerge as a result of environmental interactions. Of particular concern for astrobiologists has been the lack of a clear biosignature for a living planet that does not have oxygenic photosynthesis. An example of this is Earth during the Archean Eon (∼4.0--2.5 Gya), when anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria and other anaerobic microbes were prevalent. Theoretical studies have identified potential atmospheric biosignatures for an anoxic planet, including an orange-hued organic haze (Arney *et al.,* [@B2]) and ethane (C~2~H~6~; (Domagal-Goldman *et al.,* [@B13]). Both of these potential biosignatures would be photochemical by-products of the release of other gases, such as methane and sulfur-bearing organic gases. (This is similar to how O~3~ is a potential sign of biological O~2~ production.) Schwieterman *et al.* additionally review studies that investigate false-positive cases for O~2~ as a biosignature, detectability of biosignatures in H~2~-dominated atmospheres, and the numerous modeling studies of the effects of M dwarf spectral radiation.

Future modeling studies will have a new wealth of other biogenic gases to explore: a recent major scouring of the literature and chemical databases has identified ∼14,000 small volatile molecules, of which a fourth are produced by life and the others potentially so (Seager *et al.,* [@B54]). This dramatically expands the library of candidate biosignature gases and should motivate a large-scale effort at further in-depth characterization, both in the laboratory and in understanding the sources and fates of these gases. Meanwhile, recent work has revisited the old Lovelock ([@B31]) proposal that atmospheric chemical disequilibrium indicates life. Rigorous quantification of chemical disequilibrium of the atmospheres of Solar System planets demonstrates an elegant approach to discerning a biosphere versus a lifeless planet from remotely measurable data (Krissansen-Totton *et al.,* [@B29], [@B30]).

For surface biosignatures, with regard to photosynthesis, Schwieterman *et al.* provide a review of the general principles of light harvesting and charge separation by which photosynthetic organisms convert light to chemical energy. Such signatures may not be inherently tied to a specific wavelength; instead, inferring the presence of photosynthesis requires a process-based understanding of how light-harvesting pigments may tune their absorption to the light emitted by different stellar types from the Sun. A catalogue and classification of pigments is provided, for both oxygenic and anoxygenic photosynthesis. Among these pigments are novel chlorophylls that have recently been discovered (Miyashita *et al.,* [@B37]; Chen *et al.,* [@B7]), which now expand the parameter space for adaptation of oxygenic photosynthesis to alternative spectral environments. The authors review modeling studies that have attempted to quantify the detectability of surface photosynthetic signatures and possible alternative adaptations or evolutionary stages. Such studies have investigated the vegetation red edge in the Earthshine and in disk-integrated spectra, a near-IR "edge" that might dominate on an M star planet, and even an Archean "purple Earth" due to purple anoxygenic phototrophs (Montanes Rodriguez *et al.,* [@B38]; Tinetti *et al.,* [@B59]; Kiang *et al.,* [@B27]; Arnold *et al.,* [@B3]; Robinson *et al.,* [@B45]; Sanromá *et al.,* [@B48]; Takizawa *et al.,* [@B57]).

Schwieterman *et al.* also summarize numerous potential surface biosignatures involving pigments with functions other than photosynthesis, such as photo-protection and ecological signaling (DasSarma, [@B9]; Hegde *et al.,* [@B22]; Schwieterman *et al.,* [@B49]). Future work will require further vetting of all pigment signatures against a mineral or rock background to improve confidence in their interpretation.

Other kinds of biosignatures were proposed or discussed at the workshop but have not yet been studied in as much detail as gaseous and pigment biosignatures. The temporal and even geographic variation of biosignature signal strengths and surface exchanges with the atmosphere will increasingly be probed with tools like three-dimensional spectral simulators and general circulation models (GCMs). The chirality of biomolecules is a strong indicator of life (Sparks *et al.,* [@B56]); however, detection of weak signals from chiral biosignatures requires further development of the science and technology of spectropolarimetry.

3. Oxygen as Our Most Robust Biosignature: Ruling out False Positives and Negatives {#s003}
===================================================================================

Oxygen remains our most robust biosignature and the most studied. Meadows *et al.* ([@B36] in this issue) provide an end-to-end review of oxygen as a biosignature, from its origins to its detection, covering unknowns about the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis on Earth; the rise of atmospheric oxygen; the abiotic processes that also can produce oxygen; the variety of environmental contexts that can produce false negatives and false positives, as well as definitive answers; and an exhaustive survey of measurement techniques and critical wavelengths to provide both direct and contextual information.

While the abundant O~2~ (and its by-product O~3~) in Earth\'s modern atmosphere is the most easily detectable feature of life on Earth, the history of oxygen on our planet includes periods when life was present but oxygen existed at undetectable levels. It may even have been possible that oxygenic photosynthesis persisted for billions of years before oxygen accumulated to detectable levels in the atmosphere (Lyons *et al.,* [@B33]; Reinhard *et al.,* [@B44]). Current unsettled questions that challenge our ability to determine the likelihood for oxygenic photosynthesis to generate a detectable signal on an exoplanet include: the likelihood of the innovation of oxygenic photosynthesis in another planetary setting given the environmental selection pressures; the origin of the Mn~4~CaO~5~ cluster, the unique biomolecule that performs water oxidation and generates O~2~ (Blankenship and Hartman, [@B4]; Cardona, [@B5]; Fischer *et al.,* [@B14]); and the biogeochemical complexities involved in the accumulation of atmospheric O~2~ (Lyons *et al.,* [@B33]).

Current understanding strongly suggests that atmospheric O~2~ is not always an unambiguous biosignature on a habitable planet, as recent work has shown myriad ways that false positives can be generated. Critically, all of them depend on eliminating the reducing gases that would otherwise consume oxygen (Hu *et al.,* [@B24]; Tian *et al.,* [@B58]; Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert, [@B61]; Gao *et al.,* [@B17]; Harman *et al.,* [@B20]; Luger and Barnes, [@B32]; Narita *et al.,* [@B39]). There are several known ways to discriminate between biological and nonbiological production of O~2~ by using the environmental context. One is to search for the presence of reduced gases, such as methane (CH~4~). The presence of CH~4~ could indicate rapid destruction of oxygen in that atmosphere and a requirement for fast replenishment of the O~2~ that is most likely met by biological activity. Another method is to analyze the stellar environment: high UV radiation from the host star, particularly active M dwarf stars, can increase abiotic O~2~ and O~3~ production from either atmospheric escape of H or rapid photolysis of CO~2~. For F, G, and K stars that emit less UV, abiotic O~2~ and O~3~ is limited to particular contexts, such as those lacking water vapor, or lacking background N~2~ and cloud formation (Wordsworth and Pierrehumbert, [@B61]).

Meadows *et al.* ([@B36] in this issue) note that the sinks for O~2~ and O~3~, such as weathering, and aqueous sinks for CO, are as yet poorly understood, so the quantitative results of these modeling studies need further constraints and further coupling of atmospheric models with ocean chemistry and surface weathering models. The authors emphasize yet more known nuances of false-positive cases as well as false negatives. They then scrutinize how to observe for them with regard to detectability of particular gases (Schwieterman *et al.,* [@B50], [@B51]) as well as surface biosignatures arising from biological pigments in the absence of clear atmospheric signals, such as those summarized in the previous section from Schwieterman *et al*. ([@B52] in this issue).

This work on oxygen carries a strong lesson that astrobiologists must also apply to other proposed biosignatures: they must be interpreted with respect to their environmental context. Oxygen\'s status as a relatively unassailable biosignature has been tempered now by cases of false positives, but in well-defined scenarios that can lend greater confidence to the true positives. The astrobiology and exoplanet modeling communities should apply the same rigor of assessment to other proposed biosignatures and consider the full range of planetary contextual measurements that would be required to confirm their biogenicity. The data on the environmental context will not necessarily be complete and will itself be subject to uncertainties, which brings us to the next paper in this series.

4. Frameworks to Quantify the Probabilities for Life {#s004}
====================================================

To date, much of the theory of biosignatures is described in qualitative terms, and the associated advice to mission/instrument design teams is similarly qualitative. For example, it is acknowledged that the confirmation of biosignatures requires a comprehensive classification of the planetary environment, which in turn leads to a suggestion to obtain observations with as broad a wavelength range as possible. But detailed trade-offs for specific instruments, and eventually the interpretation of data from biosignature searches, will be best enabled by a more quantitative probabilistic framework.

A major challenge in such quantification is that assessing the presence or absence of life on a planet is an inherently complex problem, requiring comprehensive analyses of the planetary context, involving multiple systems that interact with each other, often in nonlinear ways. Accounting for this in a quantitative manner---and doing so in a way that is flexible enough to handle alien worlds with potentially alien climates and potentially alien life---requires an encompassing framework. Bayes\' theorem, in particular, was identified at the EBWWW as having the potential to advance our field\'s ability to synthesize sparse data, and as a framework for combining understanding from diverse scientific disciplines.

According to Bayes\' theorem, one can calculate the conditional probability that something is true, such as the likelihood of a system having a given property based on available data. Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) and Walker *et al.* ([@B60] in this issue) present complementary applications of the Bayesian framework to quantifying the likelihood that signs of life are present in an exoplanet data set.

The derivation by Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) is shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} (adapted from Walker *et al.,* [@B60] in this issue). This particular derivation specifically dissects what might be observed (*D* = data) given either the presence or absence of life within a particular exoplanet environment context (*C* = context), that is, *P*(data \| context and life) and *P*(data \| context and no life), respectively. *P*(life \| context) is a "prior" quantitative expression of likelihood of life given the context of the exoplanet. That "context" includes habitability afforded by the stellar and planetary system environment as well as scientific understanding derived from planetary and biosphere system models, and from Earth\'s history and diversity of life. Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) describe their framework using probabilities conditional on the planetary context because this method acknowledges that life and environment are interdependent. Obviously, life requires a suitable environment, such as a planet that supports liquid water. But the Bayesian logic also runs the other way: the presence of life constrains a planetary environment. For example, a planet with life could not be orbiting at 0.1 AU distance around a Sun-like star.

![A Bayesian framework, applied to the detection of life on extrasolar planets. Equation from Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue). Adapted from Walker *et al.* ([@B60] in this issue).](fig-2){#f2}

Catling *et al.* then present an organization for currently accepted knowledge and understanding to make use of the above Bayesian framework. They offer a systematic scheme to assimilate how different variables of the stellar and planetary system environment and the planet\'s internal properties affect habitability, the development of life, and expression of biosignatures, and, especially valuable, how these properties may be measured remotely. The paper provides a concise catalogue of spectral features of gas and surface biosignature candidates, and presents a first review to date of potential false-positive cases for a wide variety of environmental factors. The authors also present a review of "anti-biosignatures," exemplified by gases, like CO, or combinations of gases, such as H~2~ and CO~2~, that arise in contexts that would lack life (Zahnle *et al.,* [@B62]; Gao *et al.,* [@B17]). Finally, Catling *et al.* propose a framework for classifying confidence levels for the likelihood that a biosignature has been observed. This framework follows the example of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in their approach to communicate uncertainty about global warming of the Earth system (IPCC, [@B25]). Thus, the Bayesian framework derived by Catling *et al.* provides a clear path to organize the data and scientific understanding according to how models may synthesize the context for life and distinguish the different sources of uncertainty. The final posterior probability *P*(life \| data, context) can be classified into the proposed confidence tiers for public communication.

5. Expanding the Framework for the Search for Life {#s005}
==================================================

While Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) provide a framework for synthesizing current knowledge and understanding, with the likelihood of life conditional upon the planetary context, *P*(life \| data, context), Walker *et al.* ([@B60] in this issue) anticipate the impending accumulation of statistics of exoplanets and take the next step in the Bayesian framework to address: *P*(life), the prior probability of life occurring at all elsewhere in the Universe. For lack of other examples than Earth, astrobiologists sometimes resort to drawing conclusions based on how quickly life emerged on Earth, but *P*(life) is truly quantifiable only with large statistics, after more examples of life have already been discovered. Walker *et al.* confront the issues around quantification of *P*(life) itself and discuss how the search for life is confounded by lack of clarity on the very definition of life. They present a rough illustration of the vastly interdisciplinary nature of the search for life in a table of how different scientific disciplines characterize the nature and activity of life, from physical, chemical, systems, and many other perspectives. The challenges are illustrated in a discussion of the "Type" classification of biosignatures that was initiated by Seager *et al.* ([@B53]). Considering the drive for a process-based approach, the authors discuss how *P*(life) itself is decomposable into a family of probabilities for the emergence and existence of important, path-dependent life processes, such as particular metabolisms, multicellularity, and so on.

Given the continually evolving concepts of life, Walker *et al.* approach Bayesian analysis as a means to incorporate additional types and novel concepts of life, and to organize new data and understanding as they become available (Kim *et al.,* [@B28]). For the detection of biology that differs from that of Earth\'s, the Bayesian framework offers a means to integrate the languages of a diverse community, each having its own frontiers of knowledge and understanding. For this, Walker *et al.* identify research areas with promise for probing fundamental unknowns to advance empirical and theoretical understanding for synthesis in complex models. These areas include acquisition of data on and modeling the role of stellar environments, particularly the UV, in atmospheric processes and observables; development of coupled geophysical and climate models, both 1D models and 3D GCMs; understanding how heat and gases from volcanoes and ocean vent systems regulate the planet\'s chemistry; accounting for biological processes that can lead to different biochemical adaptations other than those found on Earth; and concepts of "universal biology," wherein the emergent properties of a system may be quantified with respect to network theory, information theory, or statistics from ensemble GCM investigations. Network theory describes the structure of biological systems across micro- to macroscales, wherein the biological networks exhibit distinctive topology that could be a biosignature. Chemical distributions are altered by life in a variety of different ways. Catling *et al.* ([@B6] in this issue) review thermodynamic quantification, such as a chemical disequilibrium departing from an abiotic system (Krissansen-Totton *et al.,* [@B29]), or a selective distribution in molecular weights of chemical species (Krissansen-Totton *et al.,* [@B30]). Walker *et al.* ([@B60] in this issue) provide an information theoretic perspective on how chemical distributions could indicate the presence of natural selection, in which low entropy (McKay, [@B35]) or high abundance of complex molecules (Marshall *et al.,* [@B34]) could be indicative of life. The authors further generalize the definition of "anti-biosignatures" as any phenomena that diminish the likelihood that a signal is generated by life.

In a helpful example exercise, Walker *et al.* draw upon Meadows *et al.* ([@B36] in this issue) to step through quantifying O~2~ as a biosignature. They demonstrate estimating the likelihood that oxygenic photosynthetic life has been observed in a data set, and how the probabilities change as new observations and understanding are incorporated. These explorations by Walker *et al.* advocate that the community move forward from identifying biosignatures as products or objects and instead consider biosignatures as expressions of underlying processes (including utilization of energy as well as evolutionary processes).

Both Catling *et al.* and Walker *et al.* emphasize the necessity of characterizing planetary systems both with and without the influence of life in order to quantify the likelihood, *P*(life \| *D*, *C*). The other worlds in our own solar system will serve as important resources to constrain the conditional probabilities. We have as guides detailed observations of Mars, Venus, and other planetary bodies, none of which as yet are known to express global biospheres, possibly, though not yet conclusively, providing us examples of *P*(data \| no life). Guidance may also come from Earth history, as innovations in life processes impacted the planet on a global scale and changed the "appearance" of Earth through different eons, providing us examples for *P*(data \| life).

This directly translates to what can be tackled with planetary models, of which different kinds are reviewed in the works of Schwieterman *et al.,* Catling *et al.,* and Walker *et al.* ([@B60] in this issue). These models can be used to simulate the given context both with and without the proposed life process, and thus explore how likely it would be for the biosignature candidate to be expressed, biotically or abiotically, as seen in the observed data. The limited sample of worlds in our solar system offers snapshots and templates for evaluating the level of our understanding in process-based physical models. After such model validation, researchers can then introduce perturbations: alternative stellar radiation, planetary parameters, and life processes. These capabilities will enable scientists to theorize about potential features of exoplanets and ultimately to explain those that will be observed.

The completeness of the Bayesian equation implies that the astrobiology community needs comprehensive and diverse models of living planets and similar models of nonliving planets, as well as advancement of our knowledge and understanding thus far of the likely emergence of life or particular life processes and their impact on the environment. The Bayesian approach affords the synthesis of diverse areas of knowledge into a framework that quantifies probabilities, rather than imposing only one system of knowledge; for example, the predicted values from the physics of a GCM ensemble of experiments can be combined with the likelihood of other phenomena inferred from the fossil record. It is particularly useful for identifying the terms most challenging to quantify. It is also a means to account for uncertainty in measurements (Parviainen, [@B43]) and thus tune search strategies. For example, it permits quantitatively assessing whether targeted searches or broader surveys will provide more confidence in detection of life (Walker *et al.,* [@B60] in this issue). Given the highly interdisciplinary nature of the search for exoplanet biosignatures, adoption of a Bayesian concept is encouraged to help scientists work across disciplines, identify the significance of critical unknowns, and provide quantitative assessments of confidence in scientific conclusions. The Bayesian framework offers a means to completeness in quantifying the probabilities in a variety of contexts and modes of understanding, and moreover allows that there is, of course, no unique way to express the problem, which will evolve as more data change our understanding.

6. Observational Technology: Capabilities in the Near Future and Beyond {#s006}
=======================================================================

As the research outlined above progresses, so will understanding of planets from ongoing exoplanet observations, which will continue to improve as new observational capabilities come online. A recent review by Guyon ([@B19]) provides a concise catalogue of observational techniques to detect exoplanets: transit photometry, microlensing, radial velocity, astrometry, interferometry, and coronagraphy. Fujii *et al.* ([@B16] in this issue) extend this further, giving weight to the techniques to characterize the internal properties of potentially habitable planets, that is, not only their sizes and orbits but also their atmospheres and surfaces, which are necessary for detection and evaluation of biosignature candidates.

Fujii *et al.* ([@B16] in this issue) present an extensive review of the sweep of exoplanet observation missions---past, current, and in the near future---and the evolution of their target goals for properties of rocky planets, in three eras. The first era has been focused on the astrophysical characterization of planetary orbits and sizes (*e.g.,* using ground-based surveys, CoRoT, Kepler, K2, Gaia, CHEOPS, TESS, and later PLATO, WFIRST)^[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}^. The second era will focus on the chemical characterization of atmospheres of a wide variety of exoplanets, most of which are uninhabitable gaseous planets (*e.g.,* Hubble, Spitzer, James Webb Space Telescope \[JWST\], the ground-based Extremely Large Telescopes \[ELTs\], and missions in development). The third era will focus on the astrobiological characterization of the life and habitable environments that exist on exoplanets (possibly JWST, and missions in development). Fujii *et al.* ([@B16] in this issue) provide a table of planned observatories, both space-based and ground-based, comparing their expected start and technical features and capabilities.

The article by Fujii *et al.* serves as an in-depth reference on the abilities of both space-based and ground-based telescopes to measure the broad range of parameters that are relevant to an assessment of the likelihood of life. These include the environmental context variables that affect habitability, chemistry, and the very interpretation of biogenicity, *e.g.*, physical properties of planets (mass, radius, orbit), atmospheric inventory, surface liquid water, other surface materials, thermal profiles, planetary spin, heterogeneity, stellar radiation, and the role of neighboring planets for insights into planet formation.

The most significant trend in development of exoplanet observational capability is the real impending prospect to measure spectroscopic properties of planets with sizes within the range for rocky composition and in the habitable zone with their parent stars. Transit photometry missions such as Kepler/K2, and radial velocity techniques, have ballooned the population statistics, showing that Earth-sized planets are not rare, with improved statistics, particularly for late-type, cool stars. Ground observations have also identified and will continue to identify a few "golden targets"---rocky planets in the stellar habitable zone that are close enough to Earth for spectroscopic follow-up. Such discoveries will accelerate with continued observations from the ground and with the launch of the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) in 2018. Both of these missions will find more nearby targets for follow-up transit spectroscopy analyses.

Attempts to further investigate these "golden targets" might begin with JWST (2020--) and will accelerate with next-generation ground-based telescopes possessing high-resolution and/or high-contrast instruments (GMT, TMT, ELT: 2020s--)^[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}^. These ELTs are planned to search for biosignatures on planets around M-type stars, with the caveat that ground-based detection of any such biosignatures must account and correct for the intervening gases, including biosignature gases, in Earth\'s atmosphere. Confirmation of any ground-based detections of biosignatures could occur with next-generation space-based flagship telescopes, such as the Origins Space Telescope (OST), the Habitable Exoplanet Observatory (HabEx), the Large UV/Optical/IR Surveyor (LUVOIR). All of these mission concepts would be capable of conducting transit spectroscopy measurements from space, with a wavelength range that complements that planned for ground-based telescopes.

In addition to transit spectroscopy, HabEx and LUVOIR would also be able to conduct direct imaging of rocky planets, with capabilities to be advanced by technologies being developed for the Wide Field Infra-Red Space Telescope (WFIRST). Direct imaging is a powerful technique that would allow for some inventory of the atmosphere, including biosignatures for both oxygenated and anoxic worlds, contextual information to account for false positives, and surface characteristics. For the latter, variability with the planet\'s rotation may even allow characterization more detailed than a disk average, discerning the distributions of different surface types, such as continents and oceans (*e.g.*, Fujii and Kawahara, [@B15]; Cowan and Strait, [@B8]). Space-based direct imaging would also allow the biosignature search to extend to planets in the habitable zones of Sun-like stars. This is important because transit spectroscopy measurements will be limited to planets with short orbital periods in the habitable zones of stars much cooler than the Sun, for which there are habitability concerns due to the high-energy environment created by these active stars (*e.g.,* Airapetian *et al.,* [@B1], Garcia-Sage *et al.,* [@B18]). The potential for such false positives is lessened around Sun-like stars where habitable zone planets will be less subject to intense stellar activity.

Fujii *et al.* ([@B16] in this issue) evaluate the efficacy of each of these techniques and missions with respect to their biases by stellar type, and by photometric and spectral sensitivities and discuss the extent to which they can discern gases of interest, the vertical structure of a planet\'s atmosphere, and surface conditions. The authors emphasize the importance of combining the capabilities of different techniques and missions to obtain data on the environmental context for biosignature observations to ensure the ability to rule out false positives. While some key parameters needed for model analyses will be a challenge to obtain, the authors offer a timeline for the technological developments and which data will become available at what time. Future missions in development would observe planets in the habitable zone of brighter, solar-type stars and aim to discover an Earth twin in orbit around a G-type star like the Sun. The overall conclusion of Fujii *et al.* is that "it is probably not unreasonable to expect the detection of the atmospheric signatures of a few potentially habitable planets to come before 2030," ushering in a "golden era of comparative planetology of terrestrial planets" and encouraging the development of frameworks to interpret the planetary environment from what can be observed.

7. Conclusions {#s007}
==============

These five major review papers were a community endeavor and aimed to rigorously and thoroughly summarize progress to date in the remote search for life on exoplanets. The papers further identify intellectual developments necessary to design new observational strategies and interpret the influx of new data from current and upcoming observatories. The importance of environmental context in inferring biosignatures, the need to assess confidence in biosignature observations, and quantitative frameworks to integrate understanding across diverse scientific disciplines are all key areas for development in the field.

Further interactions along these lines will promote progress. In particular, the field is currently dominated by astronomers and would benefit from more input from origins-of-life researchers, planetary scientists, biologists, and early Earth biogeochemists to continue developing process-based approaches to characterizing exoplanet biosignatures and, moreover, their likelihoods. It is not sufficient simply to identify a molecule or a spectral feature for a biosignature. Rather, both gaseous and surface biosignature candidates require biological and biogeochemical understanding to anticipate the variety of ways these features may be expressed in different environmental contexts. Additionally, the communities that study exoplanets and those that study *in situ* biosignatures will benefit from greater communication to share "lessons learned" and seek common approaches to the unifying problem of quantitative assessment of biosignature detection. Statistical approaches are strongly advocated for quantifying confidence levels and the development of confidence standards for exoplanet biosignature evaluation, such as those proposed in these review papers. A Bayesian probability framework, in particular, allows for quantitative synthesis of the qualitative understanding of diverse scientific disciplines, to help with instrument/mission design strategy, observation planning, and eventually analysis of data that will be wide in sampling but sparse in detail.

The search for life beyond our solar system has a breathtaking momentum, and these review papers propose frameworks to advance the field in multiple ways that take into account the complex interactions of a biosphere with its host planet and star. The estimated probabilities of life given the observations will be invaluable for communicating the results of our efforts. To scientific peers searching for life on planets around other stars, these concepts will provide comparative tools for evaluating different proposed biosignatures for observed targets. For public communication, these frameworks provide a rigorous test of confidence before announcing that we are not alone.
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